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Re-Shaping of a Post-Pandemic Church
Derick Easter MPA, MMin.
Senior Pastor, New St. Hurricane Missionary Baptist Church
Pine Bluff, AR
Big Idea: The opportunities of 2021 and beyond are greater than the crisis in 2020, but you will
have to work for it.
Warning: Proceed with Caution - “This is new territory for all of us. I would be lying if I said I
was 100% sure on how to navigate this season. We cannot foresee the future so just know that
everything I’m giving you now is my best estimate and our church is processing through this in
real time so stay flexible, pray and always be ready to adapt as the Holy Spirit Leads.”

Challenge Statement #1 – The Pandemic has given the church an opportunity
to move from Static to Dynamic
I would argue that prior to the pandemic Christians have understood the church to have a fixed
form. The modern historic model of church for the most part had a fixed static form of how we
viewed church and what we thought church should be. This static understanding of church did
not adequately prepare us to respond to sudden (pandemic) changes coupled with our current
continual state of cultural and societal instability.
Challenge Statement #2 – To survive in our current dynamic changing
environment, churches must be responsive, flexible and adaptable.
What are some of the current Church challenges that may concern you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

20% of people will not return back to church
Over half of churches are experiencing giving challenges
Smaller churches will recover more quickly in attendance and giving
Online viewership is down in all churches
More people are moving to digital giving
Smaller gatherings will be more popular
If you wait for a return to normal you will miss the window of opportunity
9 out of 10 churches will self-define as needing revitalization
The number of adopted churches will catch the number of closed churches meaning very
sick churches will be adopted by sick churches
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10. Bad habits are entrenched. Estimates vary, but it takes between two and six months for a
person to form a new habit. At this point, new routines have been entrenched for almost a
year. For many, this new pattern excludes church attendance.
11. Uncertainty remains. Which way will the economy turn? Will the vaccine work and will
the rollout go smoothly? The ability to pivot will be more important than a good plan.
In 2020, churches made quick reactive decisions out of necessity. Now you must make
intentional proactive decisions from a place of strategy.
How do we respond to these challenges and implement adaptive changes to Re-shape our
Ministries?
“I BELIEVE, IT STARTS WITH

”

The fact is every church has – a culture – a set of shared attitudes, values, goals and practices.
Being intentional about your culture helps you to focus on what’s important. Use this year to
discard unprofitable programs and ancillary events.
Changing church culture is key to growth. A key to effective church leadership is to understand a
church’s culture as it is presently and shaping it in Biblical ways for the future.

Challenge Statement #3 Seek a Culture of Continual Improvement over a
Culture of Excellence
Good culture does not happen by accident. Growing productive churches work to continually
improve. Who determines what is excellent? Seek to improve!
How do you view culture? Edgar Schein, in his book Organizational Culture and Leadership,
says culture is structured on three levels:
At the top of the pyramid are the artifacts of the
culture. Artifacts are visible and often recognizable
even to people who are not part of the culture.
In the middle of the pyramid are stated values.
These are the formalized core values of your church.

The third level is Assumptions which are shared
basic assumptions. What assumptions do members and the community in general have about
your church. What level of culture do you need to address first?
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How do I change our Culture?
Kert Lewin introduced a three-stage theory of change .
Stage 1: _____________________
Stage 2: _____________________
Stage 3: _____________________
Notes:

What is 1 Key thing I can take away from this lecture in regards to reshaping our ministry
through cultural changes?
I’m going to give you two things. #1 Process through this cultural assessment test to understand
where your church is. #2 If you have not already done so, establish the core values of your
church.
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Core Values of New St. Hurricane Missionary Baptist Church
Why do we exist?
To lead people to Embrace Salvation in Christ & Service to Christ
How do we behave?
Core Values (What matters most at New St. Hurricane)
•

We will hold to Biblical Authority

•

We will submit to the leadership of our church for the purpose of growth and
accountability

•

We will hold to the Priority of Prayer

•

We will prioritize engagement and not just attendance

•

We will prioritize a phygital experience

•

We will operate in visionary faith

•

We will honor God by always trying to improve in our ministry programming and
campus facilities

•

We will intentionally develop and share a process for Christian growth and
development of individuals and families

•

We will have an evangelistic impact on our community

•

We will engage in Strategic Service to our community

•

We will remain culturally relevant while remaining doctrinally sound

What do we do? Our Vision
We will guide people to faith in Jesus Christ and to live lives fully devoted in Service to
Him
How will we succeed?
We will succeed by intentionally and strategically teaching our congregants to Embrace
Salvation and Service by offering multiple ways to CONNECT people to the Word of
God and multiple engagement points to help them GROW in Christ, teaching them to
SHARE God’s word and strategically offer opportunities for SERVICE to our
community.
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Why does your church exist?

What are your core values?

What do you do (vision)?

How do you know you are being successful?

(This is how you reshape and re-develop your church culture)
Derick Easter
New St. Hurricane Baptist Church, Pine Bluff Arkansas
Church: 870-536-8337
dkeaster@sbcglobal.net
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